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Band-Parents' Club •
Launches Memb6rship
Campaign With Party
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Nation's Life, Our Lives Are At Stake!
Your Soldier May Die, For Want Of Scrap!

as follows: Princeton
Rosemary McCarty,
pper, Mrs. Flora Bell
Will Enable State
Vernon Nichols;
Take Over Main
To
No. 2. Mrs. Linnie
Thorofare's Upkeep
Gordon Bright, Mrs,
and Marshall
An ordinance enabling the
.ton No. 3, Mrs. State Highway Department to
J. L. Tyrie, S. J. take over Princeton streets that
and Mrs. J. E. Eison; for con9ecting links in the State
4, Edwin Lamb, John highway system was unanimouss. Lois Sevison and ly adopted at Monday night's
McGowan; Princeton meeting of the City Council.
rle Hutchinson, Dick
Councilmen Jones, Yates, MorLudine Piercy and gan, Blackburn and Lacey and
Princeton No. 6, Mayor Cash presiding attended
ker, Proctor Wood, the session.
Jenkins and Mrs. The adoption of the ordinance
tnott: Princeton No. was in keeping with an agreeyens, Robert Young, ment made at a conference, held
oung and E. G. Hill- in the Frankfort office of Comceton 8, Lena Clift, missioner J. Lyter Donaldson, of
es L. Stegar, S. J. the State Highway Department,
nd Katherine Mitchell; last week, and attended by May9, Claude Jackson, Or Cash, Councilmen Morgan and
•eekmur, Jessie Bogel Lacey, representing the city, and
Morse: Princeton No. State Engineer T. H. Cutler and
Morse, Herman Oliver, Commissioner Donaldson, of the
binson and Mrs. S. 0. State Highway Department.
turn to page Four)
All of U. S. Highway 62, inside the city limits, will be
maintained by the State, while
that portion of State Highway
91, beginning at the intersection
of Franklin and East Main streets
and extending to the city limits
on the west, and constituting the
ster R. Smith
asphalt portion of Main street,
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Workmen are busy modernizing the big vault of the First
National Bank, installing new
steel lockers for the bank's use

People's Army To
Hunt Vital War
Metals Oct. 12-31;
$5,000 In lies

and 114 new lockboxes, to take
Kentucky's Goal Set
care of a steadily growing deAt 285,000,000
mand for these safety devices,
said
. Pounds In Drive To
Henry Sevison, president,
Wednesday. The bank's old safe
Keep Steel Mills Runwas removed and the new equip- ,
For Victory
serVice thiS
ment
Responding to an urgent apweek, Mr. Sevison said.
peal from the federal government, Kentucky's newspapers
have enlisted 100 percent for a
renewed campaign to mobilize
a "People's Army" to conduct a
State-wide drive October 21-31,
to collect 285,000,000 pounds of
scrap metal.
Public Accountant
Prizes totalling $5,000 have
Found Dead In Bed
been posted by the newspapers
Monday Night
to add incentive to the campaign.
Jack Ernest Wilferd, for .years Grand prize is $1,500, to be
to the county which
assistant cashier of First Na- awarded
largest amount of
the
in
turns
tional Bank Ind a public acper capita. A goal of 100
scrap
countant here since 1937, was pounds for every man, woman
found dead in bed at Princeton and child in Kentucky has been
Hotel where he lived late Mon- set.
day night by his brother, RoseLaunching this campaign in
man, who had come to visit him Caldwell county, where already
prior to leaving for the Army. salvage workers under C. W.
He was 50 years old.
Gowin, chairman, have collected
Death resulted from a heart about 600,000 pounds of metal, a
attack. He had not been serious- meeting will be held at the
ly ill but suffered slightly from courthouse here Friday mornwhat he thought was indigestion ing at 9:30 o'clock, to be adMonday. He had been dead about dressed by J. M. Lynn, of the
an hour when his brother found Courier-Journal staff, Louisville.
him.
All members of the county and
Mr. Wilferd came here about city salvage committees, minist30 years ago from Kuttawa, ers, county and city officials,
where he was born. He did pub- school heads, presidents of all

nin_g

J. E. Wilferd Dies
Of Heart Disease

lic bookkeeping and accounting civic organizations and others
at his South Jefferson street are urged to attend.
office until about six months
Caldwell county's quota in
ago when he began working for
(Please turn to page Four)
Princeton Lumber Company, at
Hopkinsville.
He is survived by three brothers, Roseman, Guy and Otto, and

a sister, Mrs. L. T. Braswell. •
' Funeral services were held at
Kuttawa Tuesday afternoon at

Boy Scouts Enter
New War Campaign

2 o'clock.

J. R. Perry Named Caldwell
Election Commissioner
J. R. Perry, Caldwell county
Republican, was named election
commissioner here for 1943 instead of Walter Perry as announced last week.

1,500 Farmers Plan Increased
Food Production In 1943
About 600 farmers in Caldwell have already drawn plans
for their 1943 crops with help
of AAA and approximately 900
more are expected to map out
their intentions for next year,
Mrs. Clifton Pruett, AAA chairman, said Wednesday. Plans if
carried out by the farmers are
designated to increase food
production with a minimum of
wasted effort.

China Relief Campaign
To Close This Week
With a quota of $700, Princeton's China Relief Campaign being carried on by Chairman
Merle Drain, James McCaslin,
W. D. Russell, Dick Gregory and
Tom Simmons, is expected to
end this week. Mr. Drain urged
citizens here to give generously
to the fund due to China's heroic
effort to ward off Japan and her
importance as an aid to the
Allied cause.
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Snap Ushers In Autumn
alendar Brings Equinox
wasn't just a calendar
year--it brought
a cold snap that had

(EDITORiAL)

Modernizes Vault;
Adds 114 Lockboxes

Princeton Troops To
Help Collect Coat
Hangers For Soldiers
Princeton's Boy Scouts, in the
thick of every campaign to improve the Allied chance of winning the war, will start collecting coat hangers soon for enlisted men at Camp Breckenridge, Morganfield.
25,000
need
Soldiers there
hangers to keep their clothes
looking neat,. an officer said, and
the Scouts will be depended upon to get them.
his
and
Alton Templeton
troop will make a house to house
canvass here. The lour patrol

leaders of the troop collecting
the most hangers in a 13-county
area will be taken to Breckenridge as guests of the 389th Infantry for a meal and rides in
jeeps.
Lands Safely Overseas
vMrs. J. R. Kevil has received
word her son, Ralph, who was
inducted into the Army from
Princeton last May, has "landed safely somewhere overseas."

Princeton To Have Efficient
System Of Civilian Defense
Princeton is not immune
to air attack although 90
percent of its people think
and act like it is, Leo Walker, civilian defense chairman, said Tuesday night at
a meeting of CD leaders in
the K. U. building.
And even if Princeton is
never touched by bombs, he
said, it will take a smooth
functioning home organization to keep civilian morale
what it should be. A trained
corps of air raid wardens,
first aid workers, fire fight-

ers, bomb disposal crews,
special policemen and others is needed and will be
formed as soon as possible.
Mr. Walker named Dewey
Brinkley, of Kentucky Utilities, as chief air raid warden. Luther Sigler is in charge
of fire fighters, Police Chief
Jones will instruct policemen, Dr. F. T. Linton will
handle medical workers and
Mrs. Alberta McChesney will
,direct first aid. Other key
workers will be appointed
(Please turn to page Four)
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The American Way Or Hitlers?
For the first time in the history of Ameriof
ca, our steel industry is facing the threat
l
materia
raw
major
a
of
e
shortag
•serious
scrap.
steel
and
—iron
In every way it is being brought home to
by
us that the shortage can only be solved
useless
and
t
dorman
continuous collection of
junk now lying idle in homes, farms and
industrial plants of the country.
Unless we do that job thoroughly and
conscientiously our steel mills will not be
able to operate to capacity. And that means
our war factories will be hampered in turning out the vast amounts of urgently needed
planes and guns and ships.
Uncle Sam isn't the only one who is feeling a scrap shortage. Recently the Office
of War Information announced that Hitler
is.haviag trouble keeping the Axis furnaces
fed with scrap. But there is a ilifferenee
between his way and the American way of
collecting it.
Hitler put scrap collection under Heinrich
Himmler, Chief of the Gestapo. And that
can only mean that the German salvage
drive will follow the now familiar Gestapo
pattern of coercion, intimidation and force.
That's one way of getting in the scrap.
But that's not our way. In this country the
War Production Board has organized and
is directing the nation-wide search for scrap
and other waste materials on a voluntary
basis.
Our scrap collection effort offers the opportunity to show Hitler that free men can
do the job—voluntarily and without compulsion. Will our way work? The answer
depends on you and me and 130,000,000
Americans!

Of Course It Waves
Public attention was directed this week
by Dan T. Moore, director of the Fifth
Region of the Office of Civilian Defense, to
a suggestion made by Miss Miriam Berg,
of Cleveland.
Miss Berg, who is widely known for her
rendition at public gatherings of the "StarSpangled Banner," points out that the first
stanza of the National Anthem ends with
the question, "Oh, say, does that StarSpangled Banner yet wave ...?"
She suggests that the doubt expressed in
this line, though interesting historically
because it expressed the emotions of Francis
Scott Key when he composed the song, is
inappropriate today. Therefore, according to
Miss Berg, everyone should learn to sing
the last stanza rather than the first. The
words of the last stanza are:
"Oh, thus be it ever when free men
shall stand
"Between their loved home and the
war's desolation,
"Blest with vict'ry and peace, may the
heav'n-rescued land
"Praise the Pow'r that hath made and
preserved us a nation!
"Then conquer we must, when our
cause it is just,
"And this be sour motto: 'In God is
our trust'!
"And the Star-Spangled Banner in
triumph doth wave
"O'er the land of the free and the home
of the brave."
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ed.
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"2. This attitude indicts the Republi
dness
prepare
of
lack
the
far
tration
adminis
And
in the world's most critical period.
advoand
when Roosevelt came into office
cated stronger national defense, the Republicans voted against his plan, called him
.1a war..anougge and with_ few, exceptions,
every Republican in Congress voted against
fortifying Guam and increased preparedness, ridiculed the possibility of any foreign
power sinking American ships on this side
of the Atlantic, and never gave help in national defense until the House was on fire
after Pearl Harbor.
"3. The Republican party is responsible
for the Frenzied Finance and the Era of
Depression which sent into poverty and
bankruptcy thousands of American citizens
who were in distress until the New Deal
pulled them out.
"4. Under the Republican administration
the Mellons and the other monopolists obtained a strangle-hold on competitive companies and gave the trusts a free hand.
The voters will know this record and will
show in November that they will punish
those responsible for these four crirhes. The
Republicans cannot evade responsibility or
punishment.
"The moving finger writes, and,
having writ,
Moves on; nor all your piety nor
wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a
line
Nor all your tears wash out a word
of it."

Daniels Indicts GOP
Josephus Daniels, publisher and editor of
the Raleigh News & Observer, and former
Secretary of the Navy during Woodrow
Wilson's Administration, took the GOP obstructionists to task recently for their lack
of preparedness in the world's most critical
period.
In a scathing editorial entitled, "Fixing
Responsibility," Mr. Daniels advised the
Democrats not to let the Republican's belated voting record for preparedness aftet
Pearl Harbor cover up their sins committed
.for 12 years and how they opposed President Roosevelt's preparedness program up
to the declaration of war.
,In these days of much talk of "Politjcs
Adjourned," said Mr. Daniels, in his editorial, "some people have argued it is not
right to speak of the part Republicans played from 1921 to 1933 when they were in
full contra) of government."
"Certainly the Republicans cannot escape
responsibility for these crimes:
"1. In 1920-21, before going out of office,

Radio
Best Voice On
Tucker

By George
Wide World -Features
New York.—Voice teachers around the
country believe that Margo has the best
voice on the air. It is the "most friendly
and warming." Margo is an actress-dancersinger who was born in Mexico and who is
a kinswoman of that fine caricaturist and
rumba-tanga-bolero bandsman, Xavier Cugat. It was Margo who teamed so well with
Burgess Meredith in Maxwell Anderson's
"Winterset," a drama that was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize. Where is Margo now? Here
in New York. She's featured on one of the
big cigarette broadcasts with Lanny Ross.
It had to happen sometime. Phil Baker,
a southpaw, cracked his finger and now
has to play his accordion right-handed. First
time he's been bothered that way in 20
years. Speaking of lefties and righties, I
know a left-handed comic strip artist (Milton Caniff) who has labored long and hard
against just such an emergency. If anything should happen to his left hand, he'd
be able to go right ahead with his right. He
does all his writing with his right hand anyway.
One of the neatest similes in currefft
news writing bobbed up in a column by DeWitt Mackenzie . . . In discussing Wendell
Willkie's mission abroad Mackenzie commented, "As a matter of fact, the big chap
has been traveling like a tracer-bullet." You
couldn't ask for anything better than that.
Arturo Toscanini could talk of nothing
but Shostakovitch's "Seventh Symphony"
after the work of that.young Soviet fireman
had been 'presented in New York. Now he
can talk of nothing but the "Charles G.
Dawes Melody in A," composed by the
former vice president. Tommy Dorsey has
recorded the composition.

War, 24 Years Ago
British have cut the Hindenburg line on
a front of eight miles and have penetrated
to a depth of three miles in a flanking operation. Belgian troops have captured 300
German guns.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Are you downhearted, gloomy about
the war and what lies after? We hear
a good deal of depressing talk about
our way of life being gone regardless,
about coming labor troubles, a depression and such. But it just isn't in
the cards to work out that 'way.
1/111
The Nation will still be the richest
in the world, living conditions here,
for the many, far better than anywhere else. And, as always in war
time, inventions which are coming
swiftly now will be turned to peaceful purposes, to the considerable advantage of us all.
For example, does may reader of
this column doubt that we will perfect synthetic rubber to a point where
we shall never need to depend upon
the Far East for rubber again? Our
synthetic rubber will be better, and
cheaper than the rubber tree's pro- ,
duct, and you can bet on that. Radio
too will be better, television in many
homes; and innumerable other things
will make for a better life . . . when
peace comes again.
True, the war is going to be a
terrific strain upon us all before
long. Doc Engelhardt,- working away
at his war bond selling job, was wondering the other day how he could
develop sales programs fast enough,
get sufficient sponsors for monthly
quotas, as the war progresses. He
confessed himself in a temporary fog
for November's quota; but this will
work out OK . . . And Princeton and
Caldwell county will go right along
doing its full share for victory.
Watching Butler's Band parade the
other day, Pennyrile was thrilled by
the young musicians, glad they are
able to carry on their normal activities
in this grave period the world is
passing through. And it is well to
remember, this war will pass; and to
have full confidence of victory.
111.
Every age has a beauty of its own;
and adults are prone to feel that
maturity should be the best of all.
But as I watched those youngsters
marching to their music, I could but
wish that all young folk realize there
is a "joy of youth" which soon
passes . . . and that all grown ups
could keep in mind importance of
seeing that youth is well served in this
community.
"There are gains for all our losses,
There are balms for all our pain;
But when youth the dream departs,
It takes something from our hearts,
And it never comes again.
'We are stronger and are better,
Under manhood's sterner reign;
Still we feel that something sweet
Followed youth with flying feet,
And will never come again.
"Something beautiful is vanished,
And we sigh for it in vain.

Washington Daybook
By G. M. P

Wordy Weapon W
By Jack Stinnett
(Wide World Features;
Washington.—Of all the guff

We behold it everywhere,
On the earth and in the air,
But it never comes again."
One of Pennyriler's brightest young
high school friends went to his pa
recently asking how Uncle Sam became the Nation's nickname. Pa asked
me and here is the answer; at least
it is one answer, and I hope the right
one:
During the .War of 1812, Troy, New
York, was an important clearing center for food for the Army. Here a
well known meat packer had his
business. Most of the beef that filled
the stomachs of the lusty American
States. It happened that the packer
arriving in oak casks labeled, naturally enough, "U. S." for United
States." It happened that the packer,
Samuel Wilson, was affectionately
known as Uncle Sam, partly to distingbish him from a younger Samuel
Wilson who lived in the city. The
soldiers soon began calling their food
"Uncle Sam's beef," and as the initials
of Wilson's nickname were the same
as those of his country it was not long
before Uncle Sam was used as a title
for the government by the American
people.
Nize young leddy down at Eddyville
gave Pennyriler a pawpaw one day
recently . . . r hadn't seen one in a
good many years. Took it home to the
boys, who wouldn't eat it at all. Too
sweet and insipid, tho it does have a
fascinating fragrance.
Princeton housewives note: Watch
for early rationing of cocoa, coffee,
tea, fruit juices, canned vegetables,
butter, eggs . . . Tip tomes from
Nat'l Assn. of Retail Grocers.
Almost everybody realizes now its
a tough war . . . and getting tougher.
Duty of good citizen, among others,
is to think well oer what he or she
is doing to aid the war effort, before
joining in any complaining about how
the
those in charge are running
show.
11111
The Negro soldier had been peeling
potatoes until his hands ached. Turning to a fellow K. P. he said: "What
dat sergeant mean when he call us
K. P.?" "Ah dunno," replied his coworker, "but from de look on his
face, Ah think he means 'Keep Peelin'."—(Contributed).
Contribute wisecracks: Money can
be lost in more ways than won . . .
Many college students will take a
course in pharmacy in order to sell
goose-liver sandwiches . . . Every
mother should bring up her children
except when she's out in company.
Bootleggers favor giving the devil his
mountain dew . . . Just a few more
months until you won't know what
to give folks for Christmlas . . . Most
people who promise to keep a secret
can't keep a. promise . . .
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Greer Is Transferred

Officers' School;
Block Of Baker [
T At the ÷ InTo Class
With Gable
Street Finished
Churches mil
Residents Again Pay
Cash For WPA Improvement
A block of Baker street has
been completed by Princeton,
in collaboration with WPA, and
will be opened for traffic when
workmen finish cleaning it off,
it was reported at Monday
night's meeting of the City Council. Residents again paid cash
for the improvement.
Reports showed Princeton paid
projects last
$1,400 on WPA
month, with $1,000 going for
cement, crushed stone and sand.
WPA improvement collections
last week totaled $732.50 and
water collections were $900.
Treasurer's report showed about
$3,500 in the city treasury available for operating expenses.
Dewey Brinkley, of Kentucky
Utilities, appeared before the
Council and obtained promises
from representatives of police
department, water and street departments to be present at a
Civilian Defense meeting to be
held soon.

Utley Tells Rotarians
Americans Are Not Awake

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Worship Service, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
Young People's Groups, 6:45.
The Evening Worship, 7:45.
Wednesday,
Prayer Service
7:30 o'clock.

been transferred to a Miami
Beach, Fla., officers' training
school after less than a month
of duty. He stayed about three
weeks at Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City, where a number of
recruits were quartered before
getting his call to school. He
will be graduated in November
a second lieutenant. Corporal
Greer is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Herndon Greer. He is in school
now with Corp. Clark Gable, of
David E. Harrell, Minister
of
movie fame.
Church
The services at the
Christ under the guidance of the
Rev. Mr. Harrell, of Daytona Cobb High School Plans
Beach will continue as usual. Ice Cream Supper
Everyone is cordially invited to
In an effort to raise money to
attend each service and to bring repair the school building, studtheir friends and relatives and ents and teachers at Cobb High
worship together.
School will present an ice cream
Services will begin at the supper 'Friday night, Sept. 25,
today. The
regular times:
announced
they
Singing, 9:45 A.M.
public is cordially invited.
Preaching, 10:00 A.M. Topic:
"Unbelief."
Butler Coach To Take
Preaching, 8:00 P.M. Topic:
Physical Exams
Army
"The Two Ways of Life."
Cliff Cox, appointed head
Sunday School, 7:15 P.M.
Meeting football coach at Butler High
Wednesday Prayer
•
and Bible, Class,'8:00'PM:
-School this year to replace Jahn
Sims who joined the Navy, has
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
received notice to appear for his
preliminary Army examination.'
J. G. Cothran, Minister
is likely to be inducted beHe
9:45.
School,
Sunday
Morning Worship, 11 o'clock. fore the grid season ends but so
Sermon theme, "Facing Fateful far the problem of replacing him
has not been attacked, school
Days With Faith In God."
Baptist Training Union meets officials said. Cox and his team
launched the new football seaat 6:15.
7:30. son last Friday at Cadiz. Season
at
Worship
Evening
Sermon theme, "Come! Let Us closes Thanksgiving Day.

America has yet to realize
what she is up against in this
war and its high time people
awaken to the situation as it is,
Francis Utley, Eddyville, said
Tuesday night in an address to
the Princeton Rotary Club. Utley highlighted the war situation as he saw it and told
several stories, about Japan Reason Together!"
where he was born of Missionary
Service
Prayer
parents.
night at 7:30.

Hugh Blackburn Buys
Dearing Barber Shop
Hugh Blackburn, member of
the City Council and insurance
representative here, has purchased the Arthur Dearing barber
shop equipment and taken over
Mr. Dearing's lease on the Main
street building, he announced
Wednesday. The shop is now in
operation and Mr. Blackburn
expects to assume charge of it
himself next week, he said.

Butler Brothers Pictured
In Railroad Magazine
A. G. Butler, yoeman third
class on detached duty with the
Navy at Notre Dame University,
and his brother, Technical Sergeant Farley Butler, of Catnp
Bowie, Texas, were pictured together on the service page of
the September issue of Illinois
Central Magazine.

Corp. Fred K. Greer, Princeton
who volunteered for
soldier
in August, has
service
Army

Wednesday

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
John N. Fox, Pastor
Leonard Groom, S. S. Supt.
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
10(45 A.M. Service of Praise
and Meditation: Message: "Power For This Hour."
3:00 P.M. The Pioneer Group
meets.
6:30 P.M. The Tuxis Group
meets.
7:45 P.M. The Evening Hour
of Worship. Meditation: "Friendship."
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M. The
Choir rehearses.

Donnivan Street Church
A recital will be presented tonight at the 'colored Methodist
Church Donnivan street, at 8:15,
the pastor, the R. J. C. Hines,
said Wednesday. White people
of Princeton are cordially invited
to attend, he said.

Lynn Bros. To Sell
Fine Herd At Auction
Monday, October 5
Lynn Brothers, widely known
breeders of Polled Herefords, at
Boxville, Union county, today
are announcing a dispersal sale
of their fine herd, because their
farm has been taken over by
the Army. The herd is Tb. and
Bang's free accredited and was
founded 18 years ago on grand
The
championship bloodlines.
auction sale is announced for
Monday, Oct. 5. Lynn Bros. farm
is located on State Highway No.
56, Morganfield, Route 5, and
lunch will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
Vivian
daughter,
little
and
Clare, left for their home in Paducah, Tuesday night, after
spending .a two weeks' vacation
with relatives here.

Hospital News

Miss Louise McKinney, Kuttawa, is improving from a fraCtured leg she received when she
fell at school last week.
Mrs. George Sidwell, Princeton, underwent a minor operation this week.
Marvin .Hillyard, who was injured at the rock quarry near
here, is improving after treatment.
Mr. Elbert Rogers, Fredonia,
submitted to an appendectomy
Monday and is improving.
Milton Dalton, Crider, who has
been seriously ill, is unimproved.
Mr. J. W. Asbridge, Mexico,
has been dismissed.
Miss Rachel Turley, Fredonia,
was dismissed Saturday following an appendectomy ten days
ago.

Princeton To Have
(Continued from Page One)
soon, Mr. Walker said.
Mr. Brinkley, recently returned from a CD school at
Bowling Green, told about
the. system Princeton will
use in case of a raid or
Kirby
blackout.
practice
Thomas and Dr. W. D. Ram age, who also went to the
school, explained phases of
arrangecommunity
the
ment.
Mr. Walker made a brief
talk on bombs. Those present were Doctor Ramage,
Mr. Walker, Mr. Brinkley,
C. C. Bishop, Harold McConnell, Hearne Harralson,
Frank
Varble,
Walter
Bridges, James Glass, James
Wells, Gus Jones, E. W.
Hawkins, I. C. Glover, Jesse
Chambliss, Conway Lacey,
L. D .Pickens, Bill Milstead,
Tommie Clif t, Hampton
Nichols, Donald Granstaff,
Rev. J. C. Hines and James
Copeland.
Mr. Walker said that after
a local CD organization is
will
completed, members
help with the salvage campaign now under way for
collection of all available
scrap metal and other warvital material if they are
needed.

People's Army To
Hunt Vital Scrap
(Continued from Page One)
1,444,900
the new campalgn is
steel,
pounds of scrap iron and
announced
headquarters
State
Tuesday.
Newspaper chairmen, to work
already
with county chairmen
functioning. in the new cammeetpaign, were named at a
Thursday.
last
Louisville
ing in
EnterJ. L. Bradley, Providence
prise, is chairman for the sixcounty district which includes

24,

3, Mrs. Edyth Hobby, C. J. lie Cotton, Tom ca)i,,
Roberts, A. E. Young and E. P. Elsie -Thomas;fLo,
4, Merle Killer,
No.
Franklin; Donaldson
Qt,
Porter Tayloe, Roy Howton, A. F. Mercy anti
N. Horning and Clyde Coleman; mony No. 2, ^'
Bueksnort No. 1, Mrs. Clyde Elizabeth
Clayton, Tom Jones, R. J. Stal- and Lee Ilammondtreel'
lins and J. F. Word; Bucksnort No. I, Howard
Stone
No. 2, Mrs. W. M. Cartwright, Myers, W. H. Norman'ad
Garland Robinson, Fred Burress ert WilJi11110 Fred° —
and Mrs. Opal Hale; Bueksnort John
No. 3, Mrs. Myrtle Townsend,
Kelly Thomason, Willie Dilling- Fredonia
Rraeydi3tHlnairapeNr,ow.s a3ai,tncd.rlitillentizaae
ham and Mrs. Grace Sisk; Bucksnort No. 4, Harlie Tribble, Nel- Lelve Nvlson.

Caldwell.
State Highway trucks, Army
WPA
and
demolition trucks
trucks will aid in the State-wide
collection of scrap, it was announced this week, and State
Highway Patrol cars will be
used to transport special speakers to meetings in every one of
the State's 120 counties today
and Friday, launchihg the campaign. J. J. Greenleaf, State
Civilian Defense chairman, has
Civilian
instructed all county
Defense workers to drop every
other activity for the present to
help with this urgent and vital
project. ,
Kentuckians, who already have
donated scrap to the campaign
tioW under -way or just -complet—
ed in virtually all counties, are
asked to make a systematic
search so that all available iron
and steel may be collected before the end of October, to go
into the federal stockpile which
is to keep all steel mills running at capacity. Some are closof
ing now, because of lack
scrap.

Officers Named
(Continued from Page One)
Catlett; Princeton No. 11, Mrs.
Marvin Satterfield, Chester
Hawkins, Mrs. D. W. Satterfield
Martin; Princeton
and Hugh
No. 12, Mrs. Nola Guess, Tom
Hay, Rudolph Lane and Mozell
Myers; Donaldson No. 1, Charles
Brown, Lilliard Watson, James
Sigler and Anson Morse; Donaldson No. 2, Been McConnell,
Elgin East, Algie Dunn and
and Ersie Sigler; Donaldson No.

.44,4Gwendi11111

Heads 17
it's Fall
••••,••••••

Through special arrangement with
North American Aviation, Inc., builders of the giant B-25 Bombers (the
type Doolittle used to bomb Tokyo),
every person buying a War Bond
through us during the month of September can put his name on a plane
destined to smash the Axis.

Hats for men and boys . . . corduro
gabardines and new felts in leading fall col
$1.00 to $3.50

Here's how: When you buy a War

men's Council
d Meeting

I Wood & McElfatric

i groups of th
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eeting and "pot

Coal Office & Yard
there to serve Princeton and this community with

CHARLESTON Collieries
STOKER COAL
We handle this fine product in this territory exclusively.
DOCC0011,009300.00DOCCIDesr•Or.4CC07.1=000

We handle EARLINGTON hard lump coal and BEULAH lump coal.

All Coal Sold For Cash Only

BUY A WAR BOND TONIGHT
at your

FOR THE BEST COAL AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE CALL . . .

AA Li
\111•111M1111\

FARMER & MITCHELL COAL CO..„.
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year's program
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present we
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Farmer & Mitchell

ALSO

atdheeef
tom
at

Also full line of slack trousers for men a
boys. Too, we have complete line of
Sweaters!

roCorioie

Perhaps your name will go on a big
B-25 Bomber that will rain death and
destruction on Berlin or Tokyo, or,
perhaps your name will fly with
a deadly fighter plane that will
down Messerschmitts over Europe
or Jap Zeros across the Pacific.

J
ee
rueltiln
ac
u
gb
i hi rL
Johnstel

e Eiritan Club h
•ng of the new
ay night. Mem
of their time m
dressings at the
room on Market
ened later at
to make plans f

Jar the Jap with 'Junk

Bond through us you will be given
a card to sign. This card will be forwarded to North American Aviation,
Inc., and your name will be placed
in the fuselage of one of the planes
they are building.

.GKrelisanvissib'e,

Jane

om Club Hold
son's First Me

have purchased the property formerly occupied by the O'HARA MOTOR CO., and will operate a

Yessir, you can autograph one of the
big B-25 Bombers that will some day
bomb Berlin and Tokyo.

nt v;leerrta!
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Johnston Hostess
Merry Maids

Present were: Misses Maelou
was
Johnston
s Mabel
Martin,
Pearl Pryor, Dorothy
the
to members of
Satterfield,
Mildred Lester, Mareven• Is Club, Tuesday
home
guerite
the
at
Leech,
22,
Laura Lee Hutchunber
,ter, Mrs Paul Cun- inson, Messrs. Ralph Thomason,
aai, on South Jefferson Kuttawa, T. B. McConnell, J. C.
Becket, 0. D. Pryor, Jimmy
were Misses Kather- Poole, Donnie PrYor and Jimmy
• Flora Jane Koltinsky, Bozarth and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
vii. Lucille Gray, Em- L. Pryor, Jr., Hopkinsville.
.. Margaret June Child.,el Johnston and Vir- Princeton

•

m Club Holds
son's First Meeting
,Itorn Club held its

first
the new club year
night. Members spent
:heir time making sur,,;:ngs at the Red Cross
and
!11 on Market street
Rothrocks'
• later at
make plans for the sea-

$3.50
a trousers for men 0
complete line of

cElfatric
111111111111111111111111111111111111111

program and events
Id were discussed.
Archie
present were
Bonner
Mrs. John
Virginia Morgan, Mrs.
.1cGowan and Mrs. Bill

ians Attend
U.K.-Georgia Game

Among those attending the
Georgia Tech-Kentucky football
game in Louisville last Saturday were Billy Brown, Rumsey
Taylor, Jr., B. M. Stone, Jr.,
Cliff Cox, Rumsey Taylor, Ralph
Kircheval, Philip Mitchell ,Edwin Lamb, Billy
McConnell,
Katharine Kevil, Jewel Mitchell.
Jimmie Williams, Johnny Moss.
Bill Lowry, Ed Walker, Carl
Beesley, Jr.,' Buddy Childress,
Jim Keeney, Mickey Boyd,..Joe
IN"eeks,— .Wane Chandler
Charles Dorroh, N. H. Talley.
Charles Dewey Scott, Pasco
Johnson, C. A. Woodall, Jr.
Grayson Harralson, Willie Larkins, Dorothy Coleman, Milo
Lester, Margaret Leech, Tom
Stephenson, Louise Kevil, Paul
Griffith and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Lisanby.

Attend Football Game

Among those attending the
County
High-Princeton
Trigg
football game last Friday were
Martha Jane Lester, Suzanne
Sparks, Elizabeth and Margaret
en's Council
Sholar, Bill Brown, Ralph KerMeeting
George Greer, Crit Low.ups of the Women's cheval,
Cooper, Charles
ry, Chapel
f the First Christian
Dewey Scott, Howard Lee Cash,
:net in the recreation
R. D. Farmer, Edna Mae Oliver,
: the church, Monday
Billy McElroy, Thomas Lacey,
September 21, at .6:30
Jean Johnston, Phillip Mitchell,
monthd• their regular
Joe Weeks, Milo Lester, Lillian
.:1g and "pot luck" supNelle Lester, Ouida Lester, BarNelle Cummins, Mark
bara
• ing the supper, Rev.
Wheeler, Williard Moore, RumFox, pastor of the
sey Taylor Sr., Jean Carolyn
Presbyterian church adRatliff, Hoppy Crisp, Joel Lang:he group.
Walker, J. C.
ley, Edward
Oliver, Jim Keeney, Tom Amoss,
Party
Edward Piercy, Judy Cummins,
.. Hugh L. Pryor, Tiny Crisp, Dugan McConnell,
...I Mr,
Avenue, entertained a Burl Hollowell and Mary Nelle
is Friday evening hon- Farmer.
.r son. T. C. Pryor, and
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Townes,
who left Tuesday
iucted into. the Army. Henderson, are visiting rela.c supper was served at tives here this week.

Society. Personals

Davis
......1.14,111111/0001.
.....

31 New Volunteers
Make Bandages

/

Miss Ililda Pepper is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Paul Palmer and
Mr. Palmer, in Bay City, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Larkin
were visitors in Louisville last
week.
•

Tan Calf, High Heel
Spectator—

$7.95

OISE
Shoes
$7.95

•

Personals

rd

Black Suede, High
ieel, Open Toe—

•
•
Dorothy Ann

.....

and will operate o

rie

•

is a sophomore this year.
Mrs. James C. Dodge has joinher. husband, who is now
ed
Miss Charlton Gresham, Clarksemployed in defense work in
ville, Tenn., spent last week-end
Evansville, Ind.
here with her mother, Mrs.
Miss Frances Dawson has reArea Instructor Urges
Charlton Gresham and other re- turned from Louisville where
Princeton Women
latives. She is being transferred she has been the guest of her
Stick To Project
to Livingston, Tenn. this week.
sister, Mrs. Ralph Wright and
Mrs. Mark Cunningham has re- Mrs. Charles Kevil.
With 31 women volunteering
Neal Bannister, West Salem,
turned from
Ottawa, Kansas
for the first time last week.
where she visited her mother, Ill., spent last week-end here
Princeton's Red Cross surgical
Mrs. Anna H. Larkin.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. dressing project took a spurt in
Miss Virgie Barnett is visiting Herman Bannister.
production of bandages needed
her sister, Mrs. Herbert Lewy,
Miss Nancy Catlett left Mon- for the Nation's fighting men
and Dr. Lewy, in Miami Beach, day for Bowling Green, where
overseas, with 1,104 made durFlorida.
she will attend W. S. T. C.
ing the period, bringing the total
Mrs. Grayson Harralson and
Mrs. John J. Coyle, Paducah, to 3,002 to date, Mrs. J. J. Rosenchildren have returned from spent Sunday here with rela- thal, chairman, said Tuesday.
Louisville where they have been tives.
Mrs. George Jessup, area inRosemond Wilferd, Memphis, structor, told the local women
the guests of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacy attended the funeral of his bro- this week they had made a fine
and little son, Tommy, spent ther, Jack Wilferd, here Tues- beginning, both in bandages
last week with Mrs. Lacy's par- day.
made and in number of volunents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sneed
Miss Celeste Yates, Mrs. Imo- teer workers. All that is needed
and Mr. Lacy's mother, Mrs. gene Yates and daughter, Joy, now, she said, is for the volunmorning for
Ivy Conway.
left Wednesday
teers to appear regularly at the
Mrs. Henry S. Wahlfeld, Peor- Chicago, where they will join project center, to make Princeia, Ill., is visiting her parents, Hylan Yates of that city.
dressings.
of surgical
quota
ton's .
.
•
.
Mr. and- Mrs:.C. S. Collier.' Mr. "Miss,Sara Goodwin,- daughter, • New
workers last week inWahlfeld is expected to join her of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, cluded: Mesdames J. S. Coleman,
here Friday, and `they will re- left Tuesday for Lexington, Press Blackburn, King Satterturn home Sunday.
where she will resume her stud- field, Earl Adams, Merle Brown,
Milton Brown, Paducah, spent ies at the University of Ken- Burl Hollowell, F. W. Pincombe,
Sunday here with James Harvey tucky. Miss Goodwin is a sopho- W. B. Rogers, Clifton Wood, L
Barnes.
more this year.
E. Dick, Mills Wood, Katie Mae
Mr. Forrest Terry, Paducah, /Mrs. Frank P. Giannini and Hale, R. W. Lisanby, Roy Willspent Sunday with his daughter, little son, Frank III, left for ingham, W. L. Mays, R. S.
Mrs. Homer Ray Patterson and their home in Little Rock, Ark., Gregory, Emma Morse, Paul
other relatives.
today after a visit with her par- Cunningham, C. M. Vinson, MatMr. and Mrs. Frank Pasteurs, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones, tie Dudley, Boyce Howard, S. .1_
Paducah, spent last week-end McNary St.
Lowry, Henry Sevison, J. F.
Mrs. Bertha Noeinger has re- Graham, and Misses Eliza Nall,
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
from Jackson and Mc- Sula Nall, Eloise Jones, • Audie
MARRIED TO 'STRANGER'--Glory Weller Miller ,(above) told ‘'red Pasteurs, Hopkinsville St. turned
Mississippi, where she Green, Elsie Dunn, Martha Jane
Hill
and
Comb,
George
Mr.
Mrs.
Hollywood, Calif., police Tuesday an amazing story of how she
been the guest of relatives. Lester and Gloria Koltinsky.
has
spent
Sunday
Charlie
last
White
has just emerged from nearly a year of grief-induced forgetfulMrs. C. C. Stephens returned
relatives in Hopkinsville.
ness to find herself married to one man whom she sees as a rith
Wood Tuesday from Paducah where after a visit with his grandparClifton
Mr.
Mrs.
and
"stranger" while still mourning the death of her first husband.
she has been the guest of Mr. ents, Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Hobspent Monday in Nashville.
She said she doesn't know Henry Miller, commercial photographer
at and Mrs. W. E. Davis the last good.
nurse
Katherine
West,
Miss
to whom she is now married, and remembers nothing since the
Fred Nichols, Sr., spent several
the Princeton Hospital, spent week.
death of her first husband, H. Pierce Weller, last November.
Ralph McNeeley, Detroit, is days in Denver, Colo., where he
in
home
her
week-end
at
last
—AP Telemat
visiting relatives here this week. was the guest of his son, Pvt
Dawson Springs.
Joel Langley, son of Mr. and Fred Nichols, Jr., who is in
Bill Nichols left Tuesday for
left Tuesday for
Giannini
Jack
Leader Congratulates
Brisco Langley, Providence, an officers training school, near
Mrs.
rewill
where
he
Lexington,
will
he
where
Board, Bowling Green
Mr. and Mrs. Ben
to Halls, Tennessee, Denver.
returned
has
He
K.
of
sume his studies at U.
be a senior at W. S. T. C.
Route 1, on the birth of a
.,:e,'
..er,coccessaceweeeessesce...joorpooryzeryz•.-,,oceyyyyr,e,edwzGeyzoocce,occe400.-.0se.,-,awdr."daughter, Barbara Jean, Sept mazoisory0
19.
1
Mr. and ,Mrs. Thomas Sharp,
Princeton, Route 3, on the birth s
of a daughter, Marinda Sue
Sept. 21.

4"
.
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State Park, near Dawson
Springs.

ile.
the business session,
::...nbets made plane to
bandages at the local Red
nter at some future date.
t: of new officers will
kI at the next meeting,
will be at the home of
Lucille Gray, N. Harrison
lay evening, October 6.

boys . . corduro
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To our Friends in
PRINCETON
••.their families and friends...

We express our appreciatign
of your patronage and assure
you of our continued courtesy.

Dresses
Nelly Don
Dresses
Ann Foster
Dresses
Ann Sutton
Vine Frocks
• Le
Frocks
Junior Guild
•
Kaye
• Ellen
Originals
• Dorsa
Marlene Juniors
•
Sportswear
Brooks
Bobby
•
Sportswear
Nardis
•
Sportswear
Catalina
•
Sportswear
• Don-A-Tog

HA TS by
• PAUL
• FISH
• MEADOWBROOK
• THORNTON

Brown Calf, Cuban
Heel, Ribbon Trim—

$7.95

See our complete line of costume jewelry to match every outfit!
$1.00 Up
EXCLUSIVELY YOURS

fly
ALL
AS FEATURED IN
MAGAZINES
STYLE
LEADING

L CON
E. Win
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Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

W
E. Ninth St.

ICARSON
OMEN'S
EAR
Incorporated

llopkinsville, Ky.

8

september 24,
Thursday, September
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The volunteer War Bond program which the United States
has employed since outbreak of
war is far from being a failure
as some have pictured it. Henry
Morgenthau Jr., Secretary of the
Treasury, said this week, but
it alone will not close the gap
between the amount of money
available for consumer spending
and the supply of goods available for civilian use.
A letter received by Dr. C. F.
county
Caldwell
Engelhardt,
War Bond chairman, from the
secretary reads:
To all War Bond Workers:
The impression seems to have
spread that I regard the voluntary War Bond program as a
'failure." This is not only a
distortion of anything I have
said on the subject but it is also
an injustice to the hundreds of
thousands of devoted volunteers
in all parts of the country who
are working night' and day to
elitist''the Natiores' savings' foe
the war.
/n view of our swiftly rising
war expenditures I have said
that the voluntary War Bond
program alone cannot close the
of
gap between the amount
money available for consumer
spending and the supply of
goods available for civilian use.
I have said that it mast therefore be supplemented by a more
drastic and comprehensive tax
program, including a tax on
spendings, a part of which would
be treated as a debt to the taxpayer and repaid after the war.
We shall, however, continue to
rely upon voluntary lending for
a large part of our financing.
The mounting requirements of
the war demand that our sale of
War Bonds be continued and intansified. As I said to the Senate
Finance Committee last week, it
is my belief that the voluntary
War Bond program has produced
and will continue to produce a
great contribution to the Nation's
war effort. Regardless of the
other measures that are needed,
the voluntary savings program
will be esspntial until the war
is won.
To our hundreds of thousands
of War Bond volunteers, I should
like to say that the Nation is
counting on them more than
ever to carry on the magnificent
work in which they are so unaelfishly engaged.
Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,
Seey. of the Treas.
lar the lap with Junk

4

JR best-saing laxative
OVER THE SOUTH
ALL
‘
eCOSt

it's thrifty
and fits most folks needs

conducted by the University for
the armed forces of the, Nation, according to arrangements
just completed between the War
Department and the University
The 150-year-old Phoenix Hotel, long a landmark in Lexington, has been leased to the War
Department for housing the men
and officers, and upon conclusion
of the training period for the
first group, another group of
equal size will move in.
Classrooms for the training of
these men at the University
have been opened in the College
of Engineering, the Biological
Sciences building, McVey Hall's
auditorium radio studio on the
third floor, and the new Animal
Pathology building which is being rushed to completion for
the use of the War Department
SYNTHETIC RUBBER PLANT OPENS—In these white mounds and which will be used in its
butadiene, styrene and other chemicals are turned into synthetic entirely for the technical trainrubber in a plant recently opened in Connecticut by the U. S. ing.
scheduled
Rubber company. The plant is
, one of about two score
to turn out around 800,000 long tons of synthetic rubber a year.

4-Htlub News

Letters To The Editor
Mr. G. M. Pedley, Editor,
The Leader,
Princeton, Ky.
Dear Mr. Pedley:
There are many things regarding our work in surgical

us all merely as a part of the
work. Changing from street
clothes to a white dress or a
white uniform could be irksome
were one not looking ahead with

larger vision. The requirement
dressings which I would like to
that workers wear white could
say to every lady in Caldwell seem
unreasonable were we not
county. It is an undertaking so remembering that every prenew to most of us that we do
not comprehend either its full caution must be taken to resignificance or its rightful de- mind us that no cleanliness is
mand .on the time of every wo- too much if it insures the safety
man whose interests are the in- of our wounded boys. Care in
keeping our hands washed is
terests of humanity.
The constant need for work- not unwise in the opinion of any
ers is obvious when one reads competent surgeon. Every reguquotations from the Surgeon lation is based firmly on reason,
Ceneral who speaks of the hund- even though it is not always obieds of millions of surgical dress- vious at first.
The Masonic Lodge has been
ings the women of America must
make this year to supplement generous in giving us a part of
the vast number which the gov- its rooms to use until we no
ernment is making by machin- longer need to make surgical
dressings. Our women should fill
e' y.
This must be done by women this room daily from 9 o'clock to
working through Red Cross 4 o'clock. Tuesday and Thurschapters such as we have here. day nights are set aside for
We have an active chapter, but those who can not work during
we must be diligent to an even the day.
If our men in service give
greater degree if we do our part
in the larger organization of legs and arms and lives for us,
which we are a part. That is is it too much for us to observe
why I am continually urging a few simple rules of hygiene for
individuals to come work with the more too irksome for us to
those already at work. We can forget ourselves in serving them
.
net have too many workers. in this small way?
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal,
Many of the ladies who have
Chairman of Surgical
caught the spirit of the times,
Dressing Work.
even though we in our inland
lnd protected community hardly
Mt. Elbrus, one of the first
rcolize the vast war effort now
made, are sacrificing of the Caucasus mountains to be
being
pleasures and are speeding up mapped, rises 18,471 feet —
home duties to help in Red Cross more than 2,500 feet higher than
work. No time spent at work is the highest peak in the Alps.
wasted, however short that time
may be.
The seven ladies, Mrs. F. T.
Linton, Mrs. C. S. Collier, Mrs.
Birdie
Rumsey Taylor, Miss
Nichols, Mrs. J. B. Lester, Mrs.
W. C. Sparks, Mrs. W. D.
Armstrong, who act as my coat
supervisors are doing so
great personal inconvenience, but
they are doing it un-complainingly. It is with that spirit we
all must work. The regulations
of National Red Cross Headquarters have been accepted by

Buford Martin and Franklin
Tornton of Owen county won
$36 and $31.70 respectively at
the district 4-H club fair at Lexington. Each added enough to
purchase a $50 war bond.
Scott and Charles McClain for
the third consecutive year had
the champion calf in Shelby
county. Their prize was $50,
awarded by the Citizens Bank of
Shelbyville.
Mary Ruth O'Brien, 13-yearold member of the Auburn club,
of
by collecting 800 pounds
scrap rubber, became Logan
county's champion 4-H salvage
collector. She also has collected
16,000 kaunds o scrap metal.
In Breathitt county, 274 girls
and 246 boys are enrolled in 801
projects. Largest numbers are
taking pig, calf, garden, poultry, potato, tomato, corn, strawberry and woodwork. Several
are raising Brown Swiss cattle.
One hundred and forty-five
boys and girls are enrolled in
contest in
a Victory garden
Bourbon county. Billy Hamilton exhibited vegetables at the
district 4-H club fair at Lexington.
Club members exhibited pigs,
chickens, clothing, canning, tobacco and record, books at the
Clay County Fair. About 1,000
people attended, and $300 was
distributed in premiums.
ChM members are. cooperating
with the principal and the assistant county agent in landscaping the Bridgeport school
in Franklin county. Native trees
and shrubs are obtained from
local farms.
Seven boys and girls in Carlisle county recently bought

county include 30,000 p..,
veteh seed, 7,500
grass and 5,000 p.,,,.

DEPENDARI,
I N S IJ R A NC
ACCUSED OF KILLING TWO LITTLE GIRLS—Edward Haight
Flanni(right), 17, a Taborer, is held by State Trooper Charles
police booked him on
aan (left) at Bedford Center, N. Y., where
'he killed Helen
murder and. kidnaping charges after he 'confessed
police that,
Lynch, 8, and her sister, Margaret, 7. Haight told
he raped
wagon,
station
stolen
a
in
children
after picking up the
reservoir after stranglthe older girl and tossed her body into a
Margaret's body was
ing the younger child in a nearby woods.
—.AP Telemat
found in a creek.

News From

the right side of the first and a
line up the right side of the
fourth, down on the right side of
the fifth, up on the right side
of the seventh and eighth and
.lown on the right side of the
10th, the lines to be about an
inch in length. Then she had
him to read what he had written and the hint was most startling and the fellow has not been
seen since.

(Continued from page Three)
friends.
He Left
Princeton. March 14, 1902—
A young lady of this city had a
beau who was in the habit of
calling at her home six nights
a week and staying so late he
became a nuisance. The other
evening as the clock struck 11,
she gave him a pencil and Lightning Blasts Cement
paper and told him to make 11
Colorado Springs, Colo. (in—
zeroes in a straight line, draw
recently struck a tree
Lightning
a perpendicular line down from
in the yard of L. D. Rogers'
registered heifers, in a county- home; peeled the bark away;
wide move to improve dairy ran underground five feet and
herds. Three other club members exploded under a cement drivealready owned registered anim- way. Rogers said the cement
was blasted as if by a bomb.
als.
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Convenience
Complete Service

t, A GUN .. A SHIP..A SUSI
If you're not in daily need
of it, it is JUNK! Round it up
for Kentucky's big Scrap Drive

OCTOBER '12-31

1
0, $5,000.00 IN PRIZES 1
0 to the best "scrappers" in Kentucky
Watch This Nowspapor
for Contost Details
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A group of United States army
officers and men will report to
the University of Kentucky this
week for special training to be

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

1

Among The
County Agents

U. K. Will Train
Army Officers

Morgenthau Says
Bond Campaigns
Are Not Failures

24, 1

likkiota

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
W. L. Stodgill
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

*From six to sixteen (and over and under)
America's youngsters are helping to fight the war.
They're buying War Bonds and Stamps with the
money they get for collected junk.

eoct eear garme
nthee cfaalmily

ens
oreFrostwena rCaionntme
Ore

They're making it easy for others to buy War
Stamps when they deliver newspapers.

will

They-re swaying to take their places in the ranks
of America's fighting men when their call comes.

had autum n th
crisp nights ca

They're All-Out for America—and we're all•out
for them and their Schools at War Prowam.

delaY

call t

EN II
Phone

eptember 24, 1942
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May St arn of Di
Kidney Action
Modern life with ha hare-pug
Irregular habits, improper
drinking—its mat of espoetirt eat
tion—throws heavy ttram
of the kidneya. They &maga
over-taxed and fall to fika
and other impurities frank
blood.
You may suffer awls(
headache, &sumer, pun'.
leg wog swelling—IN
tired, nervous, all wore oat
of kidney or bladder disorder ati
times burning, scanty or tee
tmination.
Try Doom's Pills. Delis kg
kidneys to pan off harmful ma
waste. 15cy have had more an
century if puhlIC approval. Are
mended t y grateful agars
Ask poor neighbor!
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U-BOAT CREW CAPTURED: A boatload of crewmen
from a
Nazi U-boat comes alongside the Canadian Destroyer
Assiniboine
to surrender after their submarine had been blasted by gunfire.
—
Town Prints Newspaper
For Men In Service
Yonkers, N. Y. (JP)—Men and

effieient-physical.
eat. In additrack and basket
ysical drills are
Cliff Cox, Miss women in the armed forces from
at Butler, and Yonkers never have to wonder
t Eastside. The what's going on in the old home
n in effect
town. Civic leaders here publish a weekly, eight-page tab'd mathematics
loid
newspaper, mailed free to
being emphasizsome 5,000 soldiers, sailors, main aeronautics
rines, nurses and doctors.
for the first
News consists of cuotations
democracy and
from soldiers' letters, announcebeing stressed in
ments of promotions, marriages
fit events, he
and births, and local gossip. Letters of appreciation have come
ide.pupils are
from men stationed in all parts
War Bonds and
of the world.
e salvage-forA booth, mainThis Enemy At Home
year, will be
Has A Better Aim
for stamp sales
New York (iP)—So you think
Dorroh, workis now second life on the battlefronts is dannewsboy cam- gerous? Figures compiled by the
boys helped Metropolitan. Li f e Insurance
Princeton's col- Company show that more persons have died of bullet wounds
.; ago.
in
the
inflicted
s'utents help to accidentally
and conserva- peace years since 1918 than died
,
what they in A.E.F. action.
The peace-time shooting toll
adults of their
has reached 70,000. There were
t workers are 50,000 A.E.F. deaths resulting
y Chester Sisk, from front-line action.
lasses in auto
pair of farm
orn said

meals to help keep the home butter or with diced celery put tips show the difference
between
front fighting fit.
into the filling make nutritious just food and really good food.
Mushrooms, boiled rice and
Don't waste a crumb of bread, lunch box fillers for the childtomatoes make a happy trio
Leftover bread slices can be ren, office or defense plant
served in an escalloped blend,
dipped in batter, fried in small workers.
BE SURE TO
baked in a shallow, buttered amount
of fat and served as
Egg
omelet
(plain
or
cheese)
casserole and spread with grated French Toast with
INSURE
maple syrup gets on a higher nutrition plane
cheese. This is a wholesome, eco- or honey. Bread can
be toasted when some chopped cress and
YOUR TOBACCO
nomical meat substitute.
until very dry in a slow oven grated raw carrots are put
AND BARNS
into
For a seasonable satisfying and served as
Melba toast with the batter before it is cooked.
WHILE
FIRING
luncheon dessert, have hot waf- soups, salads or in
place of Try some for luncheon, dinner
fles with fresh sliced peach or bread at any
meal. Of purse, or supper.
apricot. filling. Drizzle a little dried and rolled bread
crumbs
Remember fish loaves cry for
honey or maple syrup over the are used for covering
Woodall Insurance
escalloped a dash of lemon. 1 teaspoon for
top.
dishes, adding to meat and fish each 2 cups of mixture is a good
Agency
Ground or rolled peanut brittle loaf blends. And fine crumbs
flavor mixer. Finely chopped Main St.
Princeton, Ky. qp.
gives a grand flavor to tapioca make an excellent coating for
sweet pickles are also good in
Rates Reasonable
pudding. No sugar is then need- meat or fish cakes, croquettes or
fish blends. Such special flavor
ed in the pudding. Peanuts have vegetables to
be browned or
a high content of Vitamin BI.
fried. Store dried bread crumbs
Watch for the Victory Food in a covered jar. The crumbs
Special labels that appear on should be used up within two
certain foods or on cards in the weeks.
grocery store. This is to focus
Chocolate covered peppermint
attention to the consumer that candies diced and added to
Why not buy your next winter's supply of coal RIGHT
there is an abundant supply of whipped cream make a tasty covNOW? Help UNCLE SAM . . . avoid transportation conthis particular food and the gov- ering for chocolate pie. Cover
gestion next fall. If you need extra cash to purchase coal
ernment urges its use to pre- with the cream just before the
or other needs, see us TODAY.
vent waste. Apples are carrying pie is served. Two large-sized
Maurice French
1061
/
2 Market St.
Phone
the label right now.
candies will flavor 2/3 to a cup
Manager
470
Princeton, Ky.
Breakfast can become a real of heavy cream after it has been
occasion in your home if you whipped.
take extra care to include apA dash of horseradish put into
petizing, nutritious foods. And egg yolk mixture used for stuffvary the menus often. Breakfast ing hard cooked eggs gives extra
is one of the most important pep. Stuffed eggs with peanut

Come On Caldwell Connty

Come On KENTUCKY!

GetIn the SCRAP
to WIN the WAIN!
Round Up Your Scrap Metal and
BE READY for the State-Wide

To COUNTIES, TOWNS, ORGANIZATIONS
scrap metal. Round it up! Be Ready!

$1500.00

$750.00

to the county with highest
per capita poundage.

$250.00
to the county with the 3rd
highest per capita poundage.

$250.00
to the Kentucky School with
the largest poundage per capita of enrollment.

Clean and renovate your apparel

to the Kentucky Woman's Organisation with the highest
poundage per capita of membership.

$250.00

to the Kentucky Trade Union
Local with the largest poundage per capita of enrollment.

s250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$200.00

to the Kentucky Farm Organization (men's or women's)
with largest poundage per
capita of enrollment.

to the church (in towns over
2,500 population) with largest
poundage per capita of membership.

Frost comes nipping at the wash-

MOST

to the Kentucky Railroad
Section Gang with largest
poundage.

to the Kente-^ky Boys' Organization with largest poundage.
public institutions. slat e,
county or local, with largest
poundage per capita.

spapers.
d autumn things looking their best
kP nights call for woolen suits and

$100.00

to the Kentucky Girls' Organisation with largest poundage,

This nation is facing a serious shortage of
scrap metal. A shortage that threatens to slow down
war production of ships and tanks and guns. Blast
furnaces are cooling off for lack of scrap! Scrap is
needed at once, by the ton, to win the war and Kentucky can and WILL supply this urgent need.
Lying in the barnyards of Kentucky farms, in tool
sheds, under bridges, buried in gullies, and attics and basements and garages, all over the state, is the very material
that is so urgently NEEDED. It is within YOUR power to
round it up and turn it in. Spend the next two weeks rooting
for it—dig it out and be ready for the big state-wide scrap
metal collection drive that starts October 12th. It means
money to YOU! It means VICTORY to your country!

Read the Simple, Fair Contest Rules

to the church (in towns under
2%500 population) with largest
poundage per capita of membership.

to penal. charitable and other

ir places in
Co
en their call

the

His Old Homer Town

San Juan, P. R. (FP)—From
The Thunderhead, weekly mimeographed newspaper of the Antilles Air Task force: "First
Lieutenant Marshall Groover had
a hard time convincing the longCaldwell distance operator that his home
The Leader town existed. "He's from Bally reads it! ground, Georgia."

the ranks

and INDIVIDUALS who turn up and turn in

to the Kentucky Coal Miner
with largest poundage.

$100.00

to the Kentucky individual
with largest poundage.

Select Your Prize
Then Work to Win It!
NOTE—The county poundage turned in by the various organizations enumerated above in each of the counties may also
be counted in each Niunty's total poundage in the competition for county prizes.
SPECIAL NOTE—You should be Interested In helping your county
win one of the county prizes because the money will be
used for civic improvement in your countY as designated
by—
The County Judge
The County Clerk
The County School Superintendent
The County Salvage Chairman and Chairwoman
The County Agent or Agents
The Head of the County Parent-Teacher Association
and the Edit°. or Editors of the County Newspapers

Every person residing within a Kentucky
county is eligible to contribute to the
county's total collection.

The County Salvage Committee in each
county in the state will be in charge e4
collection of all scrap metal entered in
the contest.

Persons and their families engaged in
the business of buying and selling scrap
iron or collecting it on a commission are
NOT eligible to compete as individuals
or firms. They may, however, help to increase the county's total by initiating
scrap collection, the contest credit to go
to the original owner who turned it in.
All the organizations, competing as such
for one of the prizes, are eligible to collect scrap metal to be entered in the
name of that organization. The same material, however, may NOT be credited to
both the organization and the individual.
Every individual living in the state and
not engaged in the business of collecting
scrap metal, is eligible to compete for the
prize to an individual.

All scrap metal turned in must be credited to the one turning it in by means of
an official receipt indicating the pounds
received at delivery point. Credit in the
contest will be given ONLY on the basis
of these receipts. Be sure to get and vote
your receipt.

state Junior Organization (in
units) such as 4-H Clubs, BW, Scouts,
F.A.A. Clubs, Girl Scouts or camp Fire
Girls, is eligible to compete for Boys'
and Girls' prizes.
Every

Credit in the Scrap Metal Contest will
be granted only on scrap turned in from
Oct. 12 to Oct. 31 inclusive.

The judges of this contest will consist
of p cothmittce of three, to be named by
Judge E. C. °Hear, State Salvage
Chairman, and Mrs. T. C. Carroll, State
Salvage Chairwoman.
The cl,
:oisions of this committee of judges
as to the winners in the contest will be
final.
••

Sponsored By Kentucky Newspapers
All the Prize Money and All the Advertising of This
Campaing Are Patriotic Donations of Kentucky's "J.: ,,;acsoers

gr.
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Cut Feed Sure Way
To Get Fewer Eggs

City Ordinance

A sure way to reduce egg
production is to cut down on
feeding, says E. A. Baute, field
7. Such messages
5. Wrap packages substantially
Wide World Features
agent of the Kentucky Poultry
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by the Governor February 21,
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cannot
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necessary rights-of-way at any hold them to six pounds and
the State or Federal Highways
Hoptovvners outweigh :
time the Kentucky Department the size of a shoebox.
are routed, or which serve as
.0 16 pounds to the
of Highways shall declare its inconnecting links to state and
4. Don't send food (except
line and about 3 po
tention to construct or maintain hard candies) or clothing. SerFederal highways passing through
• man in the backfi
any street, viaduct or bridge vice men have plenty of both.
cities, all of which facilities will
ton's running corps
If you're not in doily need
within the corporate limits of Don't send matches or lighter
be declared by said act to be
, Kern, Patterson
of it, it is JUNK! Round it up
the City of Princeton, Kentucky, fluid. Don't send intoxicants.
necessary and integral parts of
.n is generally supe
for Kentucky's big Scrap Drive
by declaring the same to be an
the State Highway, System of
visiting Tiger ball-earni
Roads, and ..for the the ,general ORDERED TO.WASHIALOTON: Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling, red-hair- integral part of the State High- First Aid Class
r, a robust 175 noun.
Has Ace- In Hole
benefit of the State; and author- ed anti-Communist campaigner, leaves the U. S. Marshall's bull- way §yitein' of Roads.
., town's biggest backtiHugo, Okla. h43)—At one of
SECTION 6: This ordinance
izing the Mayor to convey any pen in Chicago after she was ordered held for removal to Washe. has Fritz, Brown
rights-of-way to the Common- ington for trial on a charge of conspiracy to undermine the shall take effect from and after these war-time first aid classes,
all reservers from
wealth of Kentucky which the morale of the armed forces. She was behind bars for about an its passage and approval and Mike Hughes stuck his hand in
squad to 'help. Hopk
City owns upon streets affected hour and was then released under $5,000 bond. —AP Telemat publication. Unanimously adopt- the electric fan, lacerating three
boasts the biggest pair
ed at a regular meeting of the fingers.
by said act.
in the conference in
carry out
• • •
WHEREAS, it is required by ways necessary to
City Council of Princeton, KenExcitement was high, since no
lavenport. Gee weighs
s"
in
"scrapper
Kentucky
best
the
to
111
WHEREAS, by an act of the the said act that the Department the purpose and intent of the tucky, held on September 21st, one had a bandage. Somebody
and Davenport 215.
General Assembly of the Com- of Highways of the Common- said act of the General Assembly. 1942.
suggested an emergency bandage
w
Watch This Newspaper
beat Russellville
monwealth of Kentucky at its wealth and the said Cities may
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor. from a petticoat, but there were
SECTION 2: Whenever the
escapes being mauled
for Contest Details
no petticoats.
1942 session there was enacted enter into any and all contracts Commissioner of Highways has Attest,
hristian countians in
House Bill No. 59 being Chapt- or agreements with relation to so designated any street, viaFinally, even as you, the first
Garland Quisenberry,
game 19-6. Their g.
City Clerk.
er 30 of the Acts of the Gen- the purposes of the said act and duct or bridge or other facilities
aiders called a doctor.
eek-end with Tompk
eral Assembly of 1942, and that for the purposes of carrying in the City of Princeton, Ken
nded 36-6 in favor of
found on page 218 thereof, it was out the intention of the said act, tucky as a part of the State
le. Tompkinsville has d
declared that streets or portions the City shall by Ordinance Primary System of Roads, as in
this year except
thereof, including viaducts and designate the said Department of the said act provided, the DeManual of Louisville
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Simple linen

by Justine
A dress that looks dollars more, because
of its restraint in line and decor. Beautifully cut and tailored to further the illusion . . . You'll love the quality feel of
its rayon crepe! Black.

Note the Special Construe- §
tion and Features--Double
Full Sole
Shoes like these with
Freemold mold back.
Will not be available
when present Shoes
Are gone. Size 6 to12

ital Stock Co. Insuran
Is safe and
reliable.
eton,

Phone
10 S. Jefferson St.

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Lambs which have been arriving at the market in recent
weeks often were not well finished and were without enough
wool to qualify as No. 1 shearlings, according to Richard C.
Miller of the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Eco-
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Homemakers

IN PE

women learn to inspect, repair
and pack parachutes. They are
civilians who are paid $75 a
month during a four-week training course and then given regular jobs.
The importance of each individual act in their work is mi.
eented by slogans such as this:
"A mistake in a parachute is
murder."

Bonds & Stamps Here!
We're Working For Uncle Sam, Too! Buy

AGAIN TODAY AND !FRIDAY

ONE OF THE 10 BEST OF AU. TIME!
Has Ever Known!
More Thrills Than The Screen
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2- SHOWINGS DAILY -2
Matinee - 3:00 P. M.

Evening - 8:00 P. M.

AND 7:30 P. M.
DOORS OPEN AT 2:30 P. M.
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

SATURDAY
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a milthty military secret!
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COUNTIES! TOWNS!
SCHOOLS! TRADE UNIONS!
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"TULIPS SHALL GROW"
(Color Cartoon)
LATEST WAR NEWS
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In your neighborhood NOW for
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Speed Limit Cut To 35 mph To
Save Tires On All U.S. Cars

Rationing Farm
Machinery Is Now
Underway Here
Agricultural Implements
To Go Into Channels
Contributing Most To
Nation's Food Program

Caldwell motorists who have
been observing a 40-mile an
hour speed limit since Uncle
Sam first started conserving precious rubber by enforcing slow
driving will be asked to keep
their speedometers at 35 and
lower from now on, the State
Highway Department has announced.
The 35-mile-an-hour limit was
recommended by the President's
rubber committee which decided
40 was too fast.
Metal signs-500 of them—
urging the new limit will be
placed at intervals on the highways of this area. The signs,
some white and some yellow,
suggest, "Save lives, save tires,
speed limit 35 M.P.H."
Sgt. Clyde Twisdale, State
Highway patrolman, said Wednesday the driving public here
will be urged to observe strictly

In order to insure a fair distribution of available farm machinery in channels where it
will do the most good, agricultural implements are now being
rationed in Caldwell county and
elsewhere, J. F. Graham, county
agent said Monday.
The new program was announced to farm leaders last
week by Secretary of Agriculture Claude R. Wickard and became effective September 17.
Caldwell's rationing board will
be composed of AAA chairman and two other farmers to be
appointed by the county USDA
War Board, Mr. Graham said.
Fred A. Wallace, special war
board assistant, will be in
charge of rationing in the nation and the State USDA War
•I3oard- wi4L handle-.it....-in,.-the
State.
Mr. Wickard said last week rationing will benefit farmers, the
nation and the whole Allied
cause by putting machinery
available where it will help the
Food For Freedom campaign
most. Under the rationing program,'machinery cannot be sold
except as specified by ration
authorities.
All farm machinery is classified into one of three groups.
First a group which includes
items which are scarce and are
vitally needed in 1942 production such machinery may be
sold only upon approval of the
designated county rationing committee.
A second group is made up of
farm machinery somewhat less
scarce which may be sold upon
certification by the farmer to
the dealer that the equipment is
required for current agricultural production.

Mrs. Melissa Lowey, resident
of Princeton since 1880 and
mother of Mrs. Leo Walker, died
after a short illness at her home
on East Market street Monday.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday at Central Presbyterian
Church with the Rev. John N.
Fox officiating. She was 75
years old. Burial was in Cedar
Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Lowey was the widow of
George Lowey, who died in
1905. She came to Princeton at
the age of 15 and lived for
many years at old Lowey House,
on Franklin street.
She is survived by two sons,
George, who volunteered to the
Army this month and is awaiting
call, and Jim, of Huntingdon,
W. Va;and two daughters, Mrs.
Walker, and Margaret Hollo-

Start the Scrap on Your Farm

Sign Your Name to a Shell

Aged Resident Of
Princeton Dies
Mrs.

Melissa towey
Succumbs Monday
At Age Of 75

Kiwanis And Banks Draft Screen
Sponsor Contest Exams Stepped Up
For Farm Families

the new speed. Arrests can be
made for violation on grounds
of improper driving and will be
Purpose Is To Ena
made if clAvers insist on
higher rate, he said.
courage Better Practices
A motorist caught exceeding
On Land And In
the limit, whether arrested or
Rural Homes
questioned
reprimanded, will be
and his name, license number,
The Caldwell county farm
drivers' license number and family that does the best job
other information sent to raof home implo• I ment and farm
tion headquarters, Twisdale said.
this year will win $50
living.
A notice, will then be forwarded
committee
Bonds in a contest sponWar
in
rationing
local
to the
Kiwanis
and new tires and tubes refused, sored by
Princeton
without regard to eligibility.
Club, First National Bank and
"It is every American's duty
Farmers National Bank, it was
to observe the 35-miles-an-hour
Wednesday.
announced
if
"And
limit" Twisdale said,
The two banks are donating
any county can do it Caldwell
thc bonds and the contest is
can."
There has not been a traffic (pen to any Caldwell family that
fatality this year, the patrolman operates its own farm or is opor share
said, and very few accidents of erating one on a rental
basis.
crop
any kind.
Those wishing to enter the
contest may call the county
FSLA Invests $20,000
agent's office, either bank or
In War Savings Bonds
Club.
write to the Kiwanis
At the monthly meeting of Committees will nominate
a
Directors of the Princeton Fed- number of families to enter and
anypne_rEtn. enter. a riighboring
e4lak •Savings ad ,Loan.. Associ
that is carrying on a
lion last Friday night, it was family
good all-round farm program.
voted to invest .$5,000 of the
other
Families entered by
Association's funds in U. S. War persons will be notified and
Bonds, series G. This makes a sent material to fill out and
total of $20,000 of the Asso- return as record of 1942 improvement. The materials may
ciation's funds invested in U. S.
obtained at the county agent's
be
War Bonds, Secretary C. M.
office.
Wood said. The following diThe contest will close October
rectors attended Friday night's
31 and all records must be
meeting: Dr. W. L. Cash, presiturned in by that time. Final
dent; Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, vicedecision, by outside-the-county
president; C. M. Wood, secrejudges, will be made by personal
tary; Dr. B. L. Keeney, W. L.
inspection of five farms scorDavis, T. A. Downs, F. G. Wood,
ing highest in the reports.
Blades
W.
R. U. Kevil and H.
By sponsoring the contest, the
and C. A. Pepper, general counenKiwanis Club hopes to
sel.
courage sound farm and home
practices and give recognition
baugh, of Dallas, Texas.
She leaves 10- grandchildren to those doing good jobs, a
including Jane, Edward, Marian- member said. Husband and wife
ne, Billy and James Walker, of the winning family will each
children of Mr. and Mrs. Leo get a $25 bond.
Walker, and a large number of
Miss Patty Pickering left last
relatives here and in the counweek for Bristol, Virginia, where
ty.
she is a student at Sullins ColStart the Scrap on Your Farm lege.

Stepping up preliminary draft
examinations in anticipation of
increased quotas the last three
months of 1942, Caldwell Selective Service officials sent 62 men
notices last week to appear
before Dr. W. L. Cash between
September 22-30.
Many of those notified registered were 20 and 21 year olds.
Several came from the original
group and two, Ridley Terry
Wilson and Everett Gill, volun-

Wood, Justice Gobel Crow, 'Nil•
ham Gilbert Board, J. Lacy Burnam, Ross E. Gunther, James
Arthur Oliver, Sullivan Martin,
Buel McPherson, Lonnie James
Holetnan, Clifton Water Nichols,
Virgil Grant Lowry, James Mack
Alexander, Roy William Crumbaugh, Ohester Shelby Martin,
James Ralph Berkley, R. B.
Tandy, Barber Holt, Argus Lane,
Earl Norman Gray and William
Black Brelsford.
Those notified to take screens

24, 19

September 30 are: Jarnf„

son, Ridley Terry \k,
George, Everett (.
,
Gregstone Denham,
Morris
ton. Littlefield,
Morris
Crowder, Willie
Barli,!
wood Roscoe
Cummin,,
Lee Scott, Janies
Jewell Sherman C,„:
Johnson Cox,
William At
meGough, Clifton
Augus
Coy Nelson
William Stanley Teasley
William
Dunn,

eampbell,

At Auction

teered.
Those appearing September 22
were: Roy Blaine McAllister,
Sanford Fread Johnson, Laurence Evans Boaz, George Eugene
Hess, Maxwell Malcolm Morgan,
Harold Hollowell, Carl Lawrence
Marquess, Thomas Harley Brown,
James Weldon Wyatt, George
Beckham Jones, Richard Dewey
Eison, John Mabin Gore, Floyce
Darnell, Roy Lee Olivur, Mark
Cotton, Henry J. Williams, Everitt Mills Piercy, Richard Earl
Hawkins, David Clyde Meadows,
Tyron Yancy Gresham, Ellis
Nichols, George Felix Satterfield and Robert Lee Roberts.
_Registrants who appeared y.
terday wer`e. Preclerick Alt/Pr/Ion
Newsom, Gordon W. Jackson

In Pasture Condition
UNION HILL STOCK FARM BEM)OF

REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORDS
N

Complete Dispersion Sale

Monday,October 5, 194!

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Girl's bicycle in
good condition at Clyde Hardltp
rick's, 318 Cadiz St.
WANTED: Reliable man as Rawleigh Dealer in Caldwell co ty. Selling experience unneces- k
sary to start. Everything furn- 4
ished except car. Splendid opportunity to step into a permanent and profitable business
where Rawleigh Products have
been well introduced. Good
profits for a hustler. For particulars write Rawleigh's, Dept.
KYI-215-160A, Freeport, Ill, or
see Claud M. Young, Kuttawa,
3tp
Ky.

Altho founded 18 years ago on Grand Champ'
Bloodlines, and never picked over by buyer,, we ex
pect no fancy prices, since time (Only One Month
and labor will not permit putting these eattlAl us
sale-ring flesh or show shape. T. B. and Bangs Fr
Accredited Herd, Ready to ship anywhere. .
Please write for sale catalog. Sale to be Held
Tent on Farm near Boxville, Ky., 114 mile off
Highway No. 56. Lunch will be served.

k

On account of one field being taken by
and notice served balance of farm to be vacated a
any time (one member of firm in draft Sept. 3) THI'
HERD MUST BE SOLD AT AUCTION.

FOR SALE: Choice registered
rams, §
Southdown
yearling
raised by J. M. Dean, Marion.
Deanhill Farm, Phone 42-J,
tf
Fredonia exchange.

Lynn Bros.

FOR SALE: 1 house trailer, good
tires, would make good lunch
wagon; 1 1935 model Plymouth coach, fair tires, also
stoves, furniture and clothing
of all kinds. J. F. Morgan. tf

MORGANFIELD, KY.
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Purity In Milk Is Of
Greatest Importance
Golden Guernsey Purity Standards are rigidly maintained!

SWEET POTATOES
Sweet Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes, extra fancy Nancy Hall Sweet Potatoes....
Smooth, medium, exactly right size and fine. Low price. Enjoy them while they
last ... 4 pounds ... 19c.

Cakes
Cookies

Toasted
Cream

lb.

Newman Bar

lb.

19( Macaroni
14(
Apples
Li

HEARTHSTONE FARM'S
GOLDEN GUERNSEY
HERD
Operated by Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Sparks, on the Eddyville Road, near Princeton.
Here milk is handled in
unmatched cleanliness, for
'•,1 maximum purity.

No 33

D

large qt
bottle

.AUNDRYDieach
Gold

fancy

Dish

whole

10(

GOLDEN GUERNSEY MILK
IS PASTEURIZED

YOUR GUARANTEE OF HEALTH INSURANCE

Golden Guernsey Milk is Rich in Cream

Superlative in Taste

boxesn

Fancy Stayman and
Grimes Golden

lb (
i)(

CHARMIN TOILET TISSUE dormer "gt
4 roll carton LA
ly White Fur)
King Bee Honey Flavored
lg. 4 23 lb. jar

large
No. 2'2 can

Cresent

Welch's

large 24-oz

Furniture

Tomato

bottle

quart refrigerator 'no
LA
bottle

sp

quality

VALUE GREEN BEANS,
extra fine quality

lb

No. 2 1C
(
cans

'

Fresh Oysters, celery, cranberries, head lettuce. Use your e‘tra corn, lorna'
toes, etc. for canning. Plenty jars, rubbers, caps, and everything eke for that
purpose. More for your Money all the Time.

BEEF STEAK
loin or T-Bone
PORK BRAINS
NECK BONES
fresh and meaty
= Sugar Cured PICNICS
small size

lb 39(

Ib.15(
3 ii.. 25(
lb. 3O

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
TOKAY GRAPES
California
ORANGES
Michigan
CELERY
CABBAGE

doZ-

_
large stalk_ 6(

3

ponink

Highest in Quality—Best for every member of your family!

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.

Ali

Syrup
Beets
ln(
L7
Juice
Polish
splendid
Cream Cheese
29 Prepared Mustard jg.i:a,it
L
L3
Mil er'sPi isery's Corn Flakes 3,:e. /5(
Fresh & Cured Meats

and for further and complete safety

long

L

MIXED TEA,
lb. cellophane pkg
and 2 beautiful tumblers

(
Blue Jay Yellow peeled, water packedlr
3 No. 2 cans
PEACHES
Only the best and most
sanitary dairy barns are
found being operated by
members of Golden Guernsey, Inc., such as that of

or Spaghetti
Red Cross

1- - RED FRONT
CASII& CARRY STORES
amilinnumniumumuumomumnimmiutuummunionummu

10(

ING'S SAFE ENTERS THE
President Warren G. Hardi
Star is contributed to the sb,
• at Canton, 0. Left to righ ,
N. J. president of the Am
-lion; Louis Brush, presiden
Inc., and Roy D. Moore, vi*
.1 the same organization.

Hebron Boy
op--Then Give
al Folk Eager
f olk,
dwell's farm
removed from war
ria prevalent in popu..ceirfe1'S-11ke -Princeton,
heard about the Naneed for scrap metal
are doing something
is, they've been deepched by something bePearl Harbor, the Solofight or Stalingrad's
stand. Their boys are
and when farm lads
their hearthsides, the
falls out of a rural
unity.
when Uncle Sam asks
.mething, they start to
. Saturday in White
.1 district, perhaps the
y's remotest settlement,
piles before farmheaped there by restin waiting for
the
truck they
heard
d come, were numerous
.rn cribs and smokehilly Mt. Hebron neigh.", Young "Jug" Capps,
ar-old son of Mr. and
Jim Capps, all but
••• the premises for sal-

mersville Cou
den Wedding
a half-century of marbehind—years he spent
'ng and doing religious
Farmersville community
r as helper and exponent
age and inspiration—Mr.
S. H. A.
Egbert, two of
'l's best
known church
, have celebrated their
Wedding Anniversary.
Egbert is 68 and his wife
They were married in
n, in 1892, by the Rev.
Richey at old First Bapurch. They have made
Sine since in Farmersville
he leads
the community's
Golden Wedding Day was
Observed September 12,
ree of their six children
• Three who
hold jobs M
towns couldn't attend.
they all gathered for a
iversary celebration back
gust knowing by
Septhey would be scatterchildren ;are: Miss Ercel
Mrs. 3. W.
McChesney,
il
CarneT, William, Car- a
d Hall
Egbert.
nd Mrs. Egbert are ,.th
health. Their chor at

